
Chapter 19
The New Girl

Xavier: Previously on Spike Adventures, Jimmy and Spike had a little tiny argument about Spike
being irresponsible And not great paying choices as Jimmy took Joseph to the Pound to get
treated, Chungs soon later got to Spike as they both went on a little adventure together to the
Market until stumbling onto a Market underneath the City “The Blackmarket” after buying some
shady and non-Shady characters and Ceo being there everything worked out until Tyler went to
chase them after finding out Spike’s powers were useless in the Blackmarket Magic Field after
nearly Escaping they went back but Jimmy wasn't happy until Spike gave him a gift and to as
well with Joseph, Until Dinner the Team witness something incredible and unexpected Joseph
had finally started to talk and despite Spike’s Kind gift to Joseph he was furious blaming him,
What will happen next let's find out with a new appearance in the City

Day 15 10:00

*Everyone was in the living room as they just see something going on in the kitchen as Spike
and Joseph were just glaring at each other groaning a bit really at each other's Eyes*.

Spike: Hmm….*Hard Glare*.

Joseph: *Low Growling Hard Glaring as well*.

Ceo: *Checks the time on my phone*...*Whispering* They haven't moved for like an hour…

Shanks: *Whispered* We noticed that…

*Then suddenly Jimmy came in with a Collar Made with the Magic Crystal ball*.

Jimmy: What are you both doing?

Spike: Glaring…

Joseph: Arf arf…

Jimmy: Huh? Hold Joseph *Then Attaches the Collar on* Annnd there.

Joseph: *Gains my ability to talk again* What he said…

Jimmy: Ah there we go, *Then Smacks them both* Stop it!

Spike: Ow!!! Why?! *Rubbing my head*.



Joseph: Ah! Hey that hurt you Jerk!

Jimmy: You Two seriously need to stop these childish competitions, it's pointless.

Spike and Joseph: HE'S THE ONE BEING A JERK! *Pointing the finger at each other*
GRRRRR STOP THAT!

Sadie: Ugh… this is going nowhere.

Ceo: Well least you guys could understand what Joseph is saying

Shanks: Wait you could understand him without the Crystal ball?

Ceo: Uh no duh Wolves and Dogs are same we know they're language.

Shanks: Okay then… wait, Hey Spike!

Spike: Oh? What? Can't you see I'm yelling at Joseph.

Joseph: Screw you…

Spike: SCREW YOU!

Shanks: Spike! *Claps hands for get attention* Serious please, Now here's a Question Ceo said
he knows what Joseph says without the Crystal ball so how come you know how dogs speak?

Ceo: Oh yay I did find that strange to mention actually.

Spike: Oh that Hmm let's see… *Tries to remember until it hit me* Oh! Poochy! That's right!

Everyone:...

Joseph: What?

Spike: Hey don't get judgy on me! Anyway there is a Species that lived among Yoshis before we
called them Poochies they are companion dogs in Volcano Island until well they all… uh..

Shanks: What?

Spike: Uhm…

Jimmy: Spike seriously what is wrong.



*Spike really holding back what he said to contain the others reactions Until he couldn't hold it
for very long*.

Spike: Extinct…

*This surprised the Team especially To Joseph as they didn't expect this kind of response*.

Ceo: Oh… wow okay that's uhm… *Clicks tongue* Honestly no comment.

Sadie: I have one, The f**k you talking about!?

Spike: Ehhhh Well they used to live on Volcano Island but Chief did said it has been 11 years so
they were gone since then and well around those 11 years ago I Learned Poochyology.

Jimmy: Poo-What???

Spike: What? It's a Real thing! And since then Poochy barks are like Dog barks so I got to figure
out Joseph’s Barks except they were scratchy at first.

Joseph: HEY! *Mad*

Spike: Hey it's either truth or lie on how you sounded on barking okay I didn't make the Damn
nature rules.

Chungs: Uh Spike don't you think that's… mean?

Ceo: Far from it I will say.

Chungs: Ceo you're not helping this case…

Ceo: Tch whatevs.

Spike: Well I'm honestly bored and don't know what to do today…

Chungs: We could go to the Arcade. Heard a new game was put up.

Ceo: Nah I was just there like an hour ago and got totally bored and left.

Joseph: Wow who knew you were a critic for liking Video Games.

Ceo: Don't you dare start something you Smartass! You know for someone he isn't an adult dog
you got a lot of Spunk talk.

Joseph: Just one of my wonderful personalities.



Spike: Tch some personality you got.

Joseph: That was Sarcasm you Sh*thead!

Spike: You said it yourself, not me.

Joseph: *Growling* WHY YOU!

Jimmy: Both of you stop it!

Spike: Well we do?

*Everyone just bored with nothing to do as then suddenly there was a Doorbell rang as it got
everyone’s attention as Spike went to the door*.

Spike: I'll get it, *Opens the door* Hello?

Mya: *Brushing my hair with my hands until looking* Hmm?

Spike: Uh…*Line mouth face as I was totally confused on a women appearing by the door* Can
I help you?

Mya: Sorry but I'm a little lost. I'm looking for “Spike”.

Spike: Oh! Okay well I am Spike that's me.

Mya: Oh good okay so I came to the right place, So I wanna ask something. I'm looking for
someone.

Spike: Oh okay well wh-.

*Then Spike got interrupted by a Voice from behind*.

Ceo: Yo Spike, who was it by the door? Is it the mailman or something? *Looks over Spike*.

*Then suddenly everything still as Ceo and Mya looked at each other in surprised but the most
was Ceo as he walked up next to Spike*.

Ceo: Mya?

Mya: Ceo?

Spike: Me *Smiling*.



*Then both wolves looked at Spike with faces*.

Spike: Sorry I was in the moment.

Ceo: Mya! You’re back! *Jumps forward for a hug*.

*But then Mya Stomps Ceo to the ground as he got totally rejected and completely annihilated*.

Mya: Yeah… no.

Ceo: *Whimpering on the ground my head bleeding* Ow… *Tears out my eye* You actually
came… I thought I never see you again…

Mya: Well for your information I choose to be back because my home is in Srabury city I was
gonna greet you like a Normal Person but I see you haven't changed at all.

Ceo: *Jumps up* Hey hold on i just got overjoyed it technically didn't count.

Mya: Uh huh sure…

*Then the others in the house went to the commotion as Mya heard more voices even heard a
Familiar one*.

Sadie: Yo what the hell is going on out here?

Spike: Oh just a Wolf girl that knows Ceo.

Sadie: Huh? *Looks over to Mya* Oh my god…

Mya: Oh hey Sadie I'm back…

Shanks: Hang on, Sadie you know her?

Sadie: I…

Ceo: Uh duh of course she does *Ahen* Everyone this is Mya Gardner my Ex *Smiling*.

Spike: Oh! So you're Mya!

Jimmy: Wait this is actually her?

Ceo: Okay Jimmy that's rude of course it's her.



Mya: Uhm yay hi *Nervously Waving*.

Spike: It's nice to finally meet you Ceo told us about you *Smiling shaking Mya’s hand*.

Mya: Oh he did? *Glared at him*.

Ceo: Hey, it's been a Full Year since we last saw each other. What was I supposed to do?

Mya: Uh huh… *Turns attention to Sadie* So uh Sadie…

Sadie: Mya… You look..*Dotted face trying to make the words work* Good.. good you look
good.

Mya: So? Still living with your Mom and Dad.

Sadie: [Oh that's right she doesn't know what happened To mom…] She's fine, just really
REALLY Busy and Dad is being a Jerk with his meetings “again”…

Mya: Ah I see, Sucks your father hasn't changed unlike someone who I am trying to see.

Ceo: Hey! I have changed. I'll have you know.

Spike: Yay i can vouch for Ceo he's been really helpful in our Team plus his business is
booming too.

*Ceo froze up As Mya grown confused on what Spike is talking about Ceo's Business*.

Mya: Business?

Spike: Oh didn't he told you about his Weapons building Job he is making m-.

Ceo: *Holds Spike's mouth* SHUSH SHUT UP WHAT YOU DOING!? *Whispering in anger*.

Mya: Hang on your still with that Weapon Business Crap Ceo?

Ceo: So what if I am making good ass money instead of blogging and smiling to fans.

*Mya Gasps mad feeling very offended as Ceo realized what he just said as he held his mouth*.

Ceo: Uh.. ehehe oops *Nervous smile*.

Mya: ARGH! I knew it. I knew coming back to see you was nothing but a waste of my time you
really haven't changed!



Ceo: Hey! I am trying, okay I maybe changing but I am not changing my work and that's that's
Damn Fact okay you think it's easy selling and making custom built weapons from scraps every
weekend!? No! It's not easy! It's hard effort unlike you and your social media bullsh*t.

Mya: UN-BE-LIEVABLE *My Anger building up as start to crack my knuckles*.

*Then soon as Mya was gonna hurt Ceo Spike stopped the senseless Fighting between the Exs
by holding their mouths as he was holding them gently*.

Ceo: SPIKE!? Let go of my face!

Mya: Hey! Stop my face!

Spike: This unhealthy senseless fights is gonna happen at this house incase you all haven't
noticed *Points*.

*There was a few people staring About to pull out their phones as this was Freaking out Mya
and Ceo as then Spike suddenly made them hug each other front of the Team*.

Spike: Nothing to see here! *Telling that to the neighborhood*.

Ceo and Mya: *Cracked voices hugging each other*.

Oddpair: *Shocked jaws dropping*.

*Then everything went smoothly as the neighborhood people walked away like nothing had
happened*.

Spike: See all better *Puts both Mya and Ceo down*.

Mya: DON'T EVER DO THAT! *Kicks Spike*.

Spike: Ow…*Rubs my cheek*.

Ceo: Yay don't do that. But then again~-.

Mya: HELL NO!!! *Yells at Ceo*.

Spike: So much for Gratitude I saved yourselves from embarrassment if anything Mya you
would of totally would of hit rock bottom because of your near arguments to Ceo.

Mya: *Gasps*.

Sadie: What!? You just forced them both to hug each other!



Spike: Uh no duh it was to save them but mainly Mya.

Ceo: Ass…

Mya: *Sighs* Fine I'll give you that point so… thanks. But Do not do that ever again!

Spike: Got it *Smiles a Thumbs with a Serious face*.

Jimmy: Spike, stop it.

Spike: Uh… anyway since we are outside I thought maybe we should go to the Arcade after all.

Mya: Wait, you guys were planning to go to the Arcade. I was gonna go there anyway myself.

Ceo: *Gasps* Oh w-well we were all gonna go there anyway since we knew a new game was
gonna be there!

Jimmy: Hang on didn't you said you just we-.

*Ceo then throat chops Jimmy as Jimmy was caught off guard whimpering on his knees as
everyone Just looked at Ceo*.

Ceo: I thought I saw a Bug.

Joseph: *Gasps scared*.

Spike: Joseph what's up?

Joseph: N-Nothing! *Tries to make a fake confidence smile*

Mya: *Gasps* OH MY GOD SO CUTE!!! *Jumps to Joseph pinching the ears*.

*Joseph and the others were caught off guard as Mya blushing pinching Joseph's ears as Mya
never seen a Talking dog before as she was excited*.

Mya: *Takes a picture with Joseph* I didn't know you guys had such a cutie pie *Snuggles him*.

Joseph: Ah! G-guys help me! *Whimpering as I can barely breathe*.

Spike: Hmm I don't know Joseph I think you found yourself a fan *Smirking* Isn't that what you
wanted? *Evil Giggle at Joseph*.

Joseph: Spike you bastard!!! *Angry*.



Chungs: Oooh Boy.

Sadie: They are not stopping are they?

Shanks: Nope.

-Meanwhile after all that Chaos the Team + Mya head off to the Arcade-

Spike: See isn't this so fun guys look at us we are having a Wonderful time walking to the
Arcade *Smiling*.

Mya: Hmm…*Looking away*.

Ceo: *Sighed looking Away putting my hands in my jackets sleeves*.

*Some kind of tension of Ceo and Mya were sorta building the others noticed This too as Sadie
was a bit Nervous to see Mya after the last time they talked*.

Sadie: Hey uh Mya can I talk to you?

Mya: Yeah What's up?

Sadie: Listen about what happened-.

Mya: Let me stop you right there Sadie listen. I know I tried to convince you to come with me
after my Drama but I already forgot about it so in a way I feel Much better having time for myself
away from the drama.

Sadie: Oh that's good I just thought… *Sighed* You know what never mind actually, I'm just glad
to see you again.

Ceo: Oh hey look we're here guys *Points*.

*They arrived at the Arcade as they go inside it was sorta packed as the Arcade inside was
pretty big and loaded with different Arcade Games*.

Chungs: Oh wow sounds like an absolute blast!

Shanks: Jesus christ this place is packed… We maybe here for a while to wait for game Tickets.

Spike: Ugh… but I hate waiting *Feels like melting*.

Jimmy: Grow up Spike we'll be-.



???: SPIKE! *Excited*.

*Then suddenly the team turned around and behind them was Parker D. Hare with His Father
as Parker was waving excitedly*.

Spike: Parker! *Surprised Smile*

Ceo: Oh hey you're the bunny kid.

Parker: Yay that's me *Smiling*.

*Parker went up to Spike cutely for a Friendly Hug as Parker was actually happy to see his
friend Spike it was a long while since he saw Spike After beating Ivan and being separated, The
Others were surprised by the Affection With Parker hugging Spike*.

Spike: *Hugs back* It's been a while how you have been.

Parker: Oh I been fine, Things have felt sorta no fun without you around I really missed you.

Spike: Aw well *Blushing laughing scratching back of my head*.

Angelo: *Clears throat getting the attention*.

Spike: Oh hello who are you?

Parker: Oh! Spike this is my Dad *Smiling*.

Shanks and Ceo: [THIS IS THE PARENT!?]

Spike: Oh well its very nice to meet you sir *Smiling hand out*.

*Angelo just stared at Spike looking at his hand as doesn't handshake a greeting with him he
gave Spike a Hidden Glare*.

Angelo: Hmph…

Spike: *Nervous Smile* Uh… okay I guess not much a shaker *Putting my hand away*.

Parker: Oh sorry my Dad sometimes judges others by appearances, Anyways what you doing
here?

Spike: Oh well we're just gonna wait in line to play some games, Oh hey do you both like to join
us? It would be more fun with more people.



Jimmy: Oh sure I guess that would be fine I mean not like it's much choice anyway… *Arms
crossed as I turned*.

Spike: Thanks Jim let's go ahead and have some fun *Walks on ahead*.

Parker: Yay! Dad, can we join them? Please!

Angelo:...[This is the Criminal Scrap is so obsessed with…? He doesn't look much a threat to
me… Hmm I don't know I can sense Good but something off with this boy like he's hiding
something]...

Parker: Dad!

Angelo: *Snaps back* Huh? Uh yes Kiddo?

Parker: I asked if we could stay with Spike to play, Please.

Angelo: Oh of Course we can Parker. We can go with them and stay close. There's a lot of
people around us.

Parker: Okay *Smiling walking with Dad*

*In distance there was someone watching the team however they weren't focused on Team they
were targeting Parker*.

???: *Pulls out a Radio Transmitter* Hey Boss… Yes it's me I think we found a perfect Seller
*Grins*.

*And So Oddpair spent time playing Arcade games and having fun with Parker though Angelo
had his suspension on Spike later on after*.

Parker: Yay that was so much fun.

Spike: Yay I'll admit it was Awesome.

Ceo: Dude we totally crushed so high scores, So where now?

Spike: We should go eat at the food stands they got Corn Dogs.

Shanks: Oh god no I hate that Sh*t.

Ceo: Yay honestly Corn Dogs are absolute Garbage I don't blame ya.



*As they all walked to the Corndog stand Angelo pulled Spike close to ask him something*.

Angelo: Excuse me Spike? Sorry but can I… chat with you in private?

Spike: Oh absolutely Sir *Smiling* we'll be right back Guys.

*As they left to a Alleyway Parker looked back and was looking suspicious like curious what was
going on*

*In the Alleyway*.

Spike: So uhm What's up Angelo Sir?

Angelo: Can I ask you one important question… *Turns staring down at Spike* Do you like my
son?

Spike: Yay absolutely he's a good kid and fun I really do like him you're really lucky to have him.

Angelo:...I see then tell me this, do you like crimes?

Spike: Crimes? Uh what you talk-.

*Then in a instant Angelo grabbed Spike and by Spike’s Instincts he dodged the assault as he
backed away*.

Angelo: Huh so Barnes was right you are a tricky one.

Spike: W-wait what is this about I didn't do anything to yay I just met you.

Angelo: Hmph, You don't get it do you I guess thats Fair *Shows my badge* Angelo Cryz
Detective of the Srabury City Police And you young man I would like you to come with me
Quietly.

Spike: Police Detective!? [Oh Crap!] GUYS HE-

*Angelo then fights Spike as Spike kept on evading As fast as possible as Angelo was keeping
up with Spike's speed because Spike being in a Narrow space can't build up too much speed*.

Spike: [Sh*t! He lured me in a Narrow space. It's impossible to get fast in this alleyway! And plus
with him blocking The only Exit I'm trapped!]

Angelo: I'm sorry for this but understand I'm just doing my Job *Pulling out my Cuffs*.

Spike: Wait hold on I don't know what rumor you heard of me but its not what you think.



*Angelo didn't listen as they continue to fight though Spike didn't want to, but as Angelo grabbed
hold on Spike finally to arrest him he heard a voice*.

Parker: Dad? *Gasps*.

*Parker’s voice was muffled as a Black Kobold put the small bunny Child in a Sac as Angelo
heard the muffled screaming*.

Angelo: What the? *Lets go of Spike*.

Kobold: I got you! *Giggling running*.

Angelo: Parker? Parker! *Then sees the Kobold taking Parker away* WHAT NOO!!!

*Then Oddpair see this as they noticed sac moving and at the top had bunny ears*.

Ceo: WHOA WHAT THE F**K!?

Sadie: PARKER!

Spike: *Speeds out the Alleyway seeing the car go off with Parker* Grrr! TEAM! LETS GO!

Jimmy: Huh? Wait what but spike-.

*Then Spike had that determination again in his eyes as started running on a head start*.

Shanks: F**k! Let's go!

Oddpair: Right!

Ceo: Mya stay by the house okay?

Mya: Huh wait you can't just tell-.

Ceo: Dammit Mya just do it please! Head to the Haunted house we'll be back!

*Angelo watched as Oddpair get into Shank's Truck as they drove off as Angelo started to follow
in his car*

*Then a huge Car chase as Shanks was chasing down the Black Kobold that took Parker, Spike
using his Super speed to catch up to the Sports car with Shanks's Truck*.

Joseph: UGH! This traffic is massive, we'll catch the guy!



Jimmy: Shanks can't you drive through the cars?

Shanks: I can't there's So many cars!

Chungs: What do we do!?

Spike: Don't worry i have an idea *Speeds back to the back of the truck and Pushes with my
speed*.

*Thanks to Spike’s speed they were getting faster but the others realized they were going too
fast as they rammed so many cars and trucks the others screamed holding onto each other*.

Spike: You guys doing okay?

Jimmy: NO!!!!

Ceo: Wait! I see the Car Spike don’t stop!

Spike: On it! *Guides The Truck to avoid other vehicles*.

*Thanks to Spike and his effort to pass by the vehicles to support Shank's Truck they got to the
Car*.

Black Kobold: Huh!? What in the! *Pulls out my gun firing at them*.

Shanks: SH*T! GET DOWN!

*Everyone ducked As the bullets hit the glass as it was everywhere*.

Ceo: OH YOU WANNA PLAY DO YOU *Pulls out my Assault Rifle* THEN IM IN-

Sadie: IDIOT! Don't fire you dickhead you'll hit Parker!

Ceo: Aw sh*t your right.

Chungs: I got this *Jumps out into my Rollerblade Boots as I skate run as fast as possible*
SPIKE BOOST ME!

Spike: Roger *Stomps on Chungs to be a Shell*.

Chungs: WHOA WAIT THIS ISNT-.

Spike: *Kicks Chungs really hard*.



*Chungs began screaming as he was launched so far up he was hitting car and truck tires Like
a battering ram as he came back hitting the Sports car windshield up front*.

Black Kobold: AHHHHH!!!

*The Sports car loses control as all the cars stopped as a Big Accident was caused as all trucks
and cars crash into each other getting everyone hurt Shanks Pulls the brakes hard as they
stopped and The Sports car stopped too*.

Chungs: *Pulls Myself off the windshield as I fell On the road ground dizzy* Ugh…

Spike: Oops I thought he meant kicking his shell to boost him my bad.

Joseph: *Foaming by the mouth as I completely in shock*.

Jimmy: *Shivering* Oh my god… *Unvoice Whisper*.

Ceo: That was AWESOME! Best car chase ever!

Sadie: “Awesome!?” We almost died!!!

Shanks: Goddammit Spike! Why did you have to do that?

Spike: I said my bad

Black Kobold: *Gets out the car injured* ugh… Sh*t…

Spike: *Speeds towards the kobold* Hey! You kidnapped Parker I would like him back please.

Black Kobold: Rrrr got to hell… *Presses a hidden button in my suit*.

*The button started to ring until suddenly from up ahead there were Black dragons and Black
Kobold coming*.

Ceo: *Gasps* It can't be…

Sadie: Ceo?

Ceo: SPIKE GET IN THE TRUCK!

Spike: What?



*Then Spike noticed the dragons and Kobold as they started Shooting as Spike dodged the
bullets running inside the truck as everyone ducked*.

Shanks: UGH! MY TRUCK!

Spike: HEY CHEAP TRICK YOU ASSHOLES FIGHT LIKE REAL MEN!

Ceo: No Spike you don't understand they won't listen.

Sadie: Yeah? And how do you know that?

Ceo: *Tries to find the words* I used to work with them…

Jimmy: YOU KNOW THESE PEOPLE!?

Ceo: Well I just give them the Weapons until I told them I cut them off the supplies, They call
themselves “Black Inferno” or I call then the Black Dragon they are a group of Thugs that kidnap
people and to sell for money for some slavery sh*t.

Joseph: THAT WOULD BE NICE TO KNOW SOONER YOU JACKASS!

Ceo: Hey I didn't recognize them until now okay! Besides they are aggressive dangerous
Motherf**kers! We should just get out before we die.

*Then Spike Smacks Ceo hard on the face*.

Spike: Hell no! I'm not gonna abandon Parker like that. I don't care if they are dangerous, I'm
gonna just run between my legs and use Parker for some Slave Labor!

*Spike them Jumps out the window as the black dragon tool aim at Spike*.

Ceo: DUDE DON'T BE AN IDIOT YOU CAN'T DO THIS!

Jimmy: *Sighs and jumps out too*.

Joseph: Jimmy!? What are you doing!?

Jimmy: Helping Spike out! We can't let him do this alone.

Shanks: F**k me… fine! *Joins too*.

Sadie: Well Ceo?

Ceo: *Groans* Fine you guys better not die and come crying to me!



Joseph: Wait! What do I do!?

Spike: Stay In the truck you'll only hold us done.

Joseph: RUDE!!!!

Black Dragon: Hey! They are resisting!

Black Kobold: Open Fire!!!

Announcer: Fight No.11!

Oddpair vs Black Inferno aka [Black Dragon by Ceo]

NOW FIGHT!!!

*The Black Dragon and Kobolds opened fired on Oddpair as the bullets fly super fast as most of
the Team hid behind the abandoned Cars and trucks when the people ran, Ceo pulled out his
Rifle firing back killing 3 Dragons Goons*.

Sadie: Holy sh*t!

Jimmy: Everyone sit together *Pulls out magic Curses* Glass Curse Magic!: Mirror Walls!
*Slams 3 down in a Separate row*.

*Then the Glass walls Reflected the bullets bouncing back at the Black dragons and Kobolds as
they took cover*.

Spike: THEY ARE DEFENSELESS! CHARGE IN!!!

*Then Spike Carried Chungs Sadie and Shanks fast to the Goons as they close combat all the
Goons asses but they see more black dragon and Kobold coming*.

Spike: Uh oh…

Shanks: RUN!

*Then they ran back being shot at as Spike had the time to grab Parker before they Could hurt
him*.

Ceo: Sh*t I'm out of bullets!

Sadie: What!? How does that happen.



Jimmy: Guys my Curse magic is gonna wear Off! What do we do!?

Spike: Well we got Parker we should run!

Shanks: Oh f**k…

Ceo: Shanks what you blabbering about now?

*Then the Oddpair looked where they were taking cover as they Black dragon was behind Them
holding guns*.

Spike: Oh crud.

Sadie: We're Trapped!

Ceo: Dammit! I knew we should've avoided this sh*t.

Black Dragon: Hands up! Now!

Spike: *Turns over to the other side sighing* Dammit… *Hangs up*.

Black Dragon: The bag down.

Spike: *Drops Parker down gently* Sorry Parker…

Parker: Spike… *Cried out scared muffled voice*.

*Then the Oddpair raised up their hands as the Black Dragon Goons grabbed the bag and
pointed gun at them*.

Black Kobold: Huh well well Ceo Jimson I had no idea you were in the city.

Ceo: Well Apparently *Flips them off*.

Black Dragon: Tch don't be cute you and your gang are gonna pay for nearly running out big
pay.

Spike: You can't do this! He’s only a Child!

Black Dragon: Oh please he is usefully as money bag besides this isn't your fight to be involved
in little Dino.



*Spike growled spitting at the Dragon’s face as the Oddpair grew shocked as Ceo just laughed
holding his mouth*.

Black Dragon: YOU BRAT! Fine you are all dead!

*Then the Weapons were on their faces*.

Shanks: Goddammit Spike…

Spike: Whatever he deserves it.

*In the Truck Joseph was watching all of this happen as he was a little afraid to come out*.

Joseph: [Dammit Spike your such an idiot why did you had to piss them off!? Ugh is there
nothing I can do…?] *Whimpers*.

*Then Joseph’s Magic Crystal ball was glowing as it was responding to his feelings for his
friends*.

Joseph: *Gasps* What the-...

*Then outside the Black dragon then about to fire until they heard a noises as Joseph was
standing on top of Shank's Truck*.

Joseph: Hey! Get away from them!

Black Kobold: What the?

Black Dragon: It's a Dog…

*Then the Dragons and Kobold mock laugh pointing at Joseph*.

Ceo: Joseph no! Get inside the truck!

Spike: Bad boy! Get in the truck!

Joseph: N-no! I'm not gonna let you guys get hurt if you just surrender!!! *Growling as I was
glowing with magic* I WON'T LET YOU HURT THEM!!

*Joseph was glowing so brightly until he howled so loudly as until the whole area was shaking
until Suddenly everything the Cars Trucks the grounds rubble of the crashed accident and
literally everyone was being lifted up floating*.

Black Dragon: AHHHH!!!! WHAT'S GOING ON!?



Black kobold: WHAT IS THAT THING!?

Jimmy: Wait? IS THIS GRAVITY!?

Spike: AHHH HELP WE'RE FLYING!

Joseph: *My Paws were glowing as I see the whole area around me float* Whoa… am I doing
this?

Ceo: Aw lucky son of a b*tch you can float things!?

Joseph: Huh!? Hang on a sec I don't know how I'm doing it! *Waved my Paws down*.

*Then everyone crashed on the ground as Until Joseph realizing he could lift with his Paws
waving in any Direction*.

Joseph: Oooooh ehehehe *Giggling at the Dragons and Kobolds as I float to them* Hi there~.

*The Goons all screamed as Joseph then used his new found power to seismic Toss all the
Goons and sent them flying with a powerfully force push as Joseph defeated all of them on his
own*.

Joseph: HOLY CRAP I DID IT! *Cheered until my power ran out as I land on my face* Ow…

Sadie: Uhm… excuse me what just happened?

Shanks: I think Joseph just saved-.

Spike: Shanks if you say Joseph saved us I swear I'll kick your leg.

Shanks: Why?

Spike: Just because he has a power doesn't mean he can just use it to save us. We had
everything completely Under control.

Oddpair: NO WE DIDNT YOU DUMBASS!!

Parker: Guys help… *Muffled voice*.

Spike: Oh right *Untied the bag* there you go, Parker you're safe now.

Parker: *Sniffled and cried Hugging Spike* Spike! You saved me… I w-was…so scared…



Spike: Hey hey it's okay Parker your okay your safe don't cry *Hugged back*.

Ceo: Aw Poor kid.. He has been through alot.

Jimmy: Well he was Kidnapped.

Ceo: Yay he “was” kidnapped *Smiling*.

*Jimmy and everyone else staring at Ceo then try to ignore why he smiled thinking what
happened back there of the starting kidnapping was Funny*

Sadie: Come on, let's just go back to where his dad was.

Spike: Yay, come on Parker.

*Then as they were walking off Something was behind Them as the figure leaned out the car
window and shot something towards Spike until they grabbed him with a Net*.

Spike: HEY!

*The others gasp as Spike was being pulled into the person who shot the net it was the Police
Chief Barnes and assistant Scrap*.

Scrap: YES!!! I GOT YA!

Ceo: Ugh! You 2 again!?

Barnes: Scrap come on don't you th-.

Scrap: Barnes! Now isn't the time!

Spike: Hey let me go! *Struggles to get out the net*.

Scrap: Ohoho no way pal you are coming with us Drive Barnes floor it!

Jimmy: WAIT STOP! SPIKE!!!

Ceo: Sh*t!

Chungs: No! Stop!!

*The Oddpair try to rescue Spike as the police chief and assistant got away speeding off really
fast with Spike in the back seat of the cop car*.



Spike: AHHHH GUYS HELP!!! *Cried out banging on the window*

Jimmy: Spike!!! *Yelled out*

*Jimmy then tripped as he watch infront his best friend in distant very far away from his reach as
Spike was taken away by the police, everyone was left speechless as Jimmy was lifeless staring
where the cop car went off in front*.

Jimmy: Spike…? *Stun scared Tone*

The End!

To be continued

Chap 20 Prison Rescue


